The People of NW Atlanta & Change To Humanity
Empower ❤️
Lead ❤️
Transform challenges into opportunities ❤️
Help to be Helped ❤️

After the closing of businesses, schools and grocery stores, the Bankhead community of NW Atlanta had to face many challenges. Food insecurity and living amongst abandoned and neglected houses with piles of litter are just some of them. Yet the community is not giving up, the people care and so does Change to Humanity. Together we do food delivery programs and a recycling awareness program. We turn problems into job opportunities and turn trash into beauty.

Together, we are declaring following promises to ourselves and to our community:
- We stop the littering and create beauty in our surroundings.
- We are sewing grocery bags and do not use plastic bags to receive donation food.
- We vouch to treat our neighborhoods with love and respect.
- We plant trees and shrubs and lead as an example for other communities to follow.
- We are deserving of a life of love, peace and harmony
- We create a safer and more wholesome place for our children to grow up.
- We commit to helping in sewing 1000 bags to raise $25,000 ($25 each) for the repurposing of our Community Art Center at 1670 Browning St SW.

We welcome you to join us. Purchase your bag. Sign up for free sewing classes. Sign up to teach sewing classes. Sew bags at your convenience in your home or join our sewing circle. Please contact us at 678 399 3003
Email: gisellem@changetohumanity.org

Thank you,
Giselle Malluche
Founder & CEO
Change to Humanity